
WE WANT YOU ON OUR TEAM! 
The FOND DU LAC FAMILY YMCA 
IS NOW HIRING:

GYMNASTICS COACH
Part-Time (Levels 4 & 5)

HOW TO APPLY:
1 - Fill out the 
      EMPLOYMENT FORM

2 – Submit your RESUME & 
      EMPLOYMENT APPLICATION

The Fond du Lac Family YMCA is hiring a Gymnastics Coach to
positively model and reinforce the YMCA’s core values and mission
statement while inspiring and enabling gymnasts to achieve their
greatest potential, developing skills and techniques to succeed in and
outside the gym.

RESPONSIBILITIES: 
Greet and interact with members as needed before and after
class/team providing guidance, encouragement and motivation to
every member while building collaborative relationships with
gymnasts and parents to engage them in the class/team 
Instruct and educate members on general wellness information,
correct body alignment and exercise form 
Communicate any concern, question, suggestions or criticisms
that you have or that you may have heard from other staff,
volunteer or members or the public 
Train and develop personnel as needed. Assists in making
decisions in the delivery of programs and in the relations with
staff members, volunteers, and colleagues

REQUIREMENTS: 
One year experience in gymnastics or related teaching
experience required, to include knowledge of gymnastics terms
and skills and the ability to break skills down to a teachable level.
Experience and knowledge of Level 4 & 5 gymnastics.
Demonstrated experience in safely teaching and spotting
complex skills or a combination of skills as performed in
competition.
Experience competing or coaching in a competitive environment
is helpful.
Requires significant use of hands, arms, and body, as well as the
ability to lift up to 50 pounds to set up and put away equipment
and safely spot participants.
Must be able to easily move through all program areas and
effectively communicate and actively interact with customers.
Excellent interpersonal and problem solving skills and the ability
to connect with people of diverse backgrounds

WAGE SCALE: $10.42/hr based on experience
WORK DAYS: Weeknights; possible travel locally and state-wide
to attend gymnastics meets.


